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Abstract. Parameterized hypercomplex layers have recently emerged
as very useful alternatives of standard neural network layers. They allow
for the construction of extremely lightweight architectures, with little
to no sacrifice of accuracy. We propose networks of Shared-Operation
Parameterized Hypercomplex layers, where the operation parameteriza-
tion is co-learned by all layers in tandem. In this manner, we mitigate
the computational burden of operation parameterization, which grows
cubically with respect to the hypercomplex dimension. We attain good
word and character error rate at only a small fraction of the memory
footprint of non-hypercomplex models as well as previous non-shared
operation hypercomplex ones (up to −96.8% size reduction).

Keywords: Parameterized Hypercomplex Layers · Hypercomplex
Algebra · Handwritten Text Recognition · Low memory footprint

1 Introduction and Related Work

Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR) is one of the major pattern recognition
tasks in the field of document image processing. The most typical use-case
involves segmented lines of text images as inputs, which are to be automati-
cally converted to a string of characters. While the task itself is similar to that
of Optical Character Recognition (OCR), which conventionally involves recog-
nition of printed text, handwritten text offers a significantly greater challenge.
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The variability of handwriting style, which may be important not only between
writers, but within the output of the same writer is one of the major difficulties.
Indeed, it is not an uncommon occurence to have a learning system that fails,
when trained on one writer or group of writers and tested on another [24,25].

Current state-of-the-art systems for HTR include different variants of Deep
Neural Networks. Due to the sequential nature of text, Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNN) have been a popular choice of neural network for HTR. Combined
with Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC)-based objectives, which allow
for a loss value to be computed during training and without requiring exact
alignment between prediction and target, RNNs have been the basis of various
excellent-performing systems [6,21]. Sequence-to-sequence models constistute an
alternative approach to HTR, which is based on decoupling encoding to a feature
vector and decoding to the target string as two separate network components.
Compared to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), RNNs have the advan-
tage of capturing information dependencies in a sequential manner, and usually
have led to better HTR models w.r.t. to the former. Encoding prior knowledge
about the nature of our inputs is primarily enforced through the inherent induc-
tive bias that is represented by each model. Specifically, convolutional layers
model statistical dependence of some form for each time frame w.r.t. neighbour-
ing frames, or spatial dependence of line image cues w.r.t. spatially close pixels.
The dependence range is hard-coded in the form of the characteristics of each
convolution, and primarily as the size of each kernel, along with other hyperpa-
rameters (dilation, stride). On this note, there has been important recent work
on flexible, adaptive convolutional operations, e.g. [9,27]. With recurrent layers
on the other hand, we encode our belief that our data are inherently sequential.
Forward and backward dependencies are captured easily through bidirectional
recurrent variants. Compared to CNNs however, RNNs are known to be difficult
to train and converge to an acceptable solution. To this end, architectures that
combine convolutional and recurrent components have been proposed [23,26]. A
very much used recipe involves a convolutional backbone that is charged with
transforming the input segmented image into a useful feature map. This fea-
ture map is then pooled or reshaped into a sequence of features that is fed
into a recurrent component [13,23,26]. Regarding convolutional-recurrent model
architecture, a technique that has also worked well involves supplying the main
recurrent network with an auxiliary CTC-based component [26,36]. This can be
understood as a penalty on cross-entropy loss over a recurrent decoder. In prac-
tice, this CTC shortcut can be fully convolutional, including 2D and 1D (tem-
poral) convolutions, which translates to less recurrent components and faster
convergence.

Transformers have emerged as an antagonist to both convolutional and recur-
rent architectures, in the sense of the aspiration to replace either one for most
important vision tasks. Initially proposed in a Natural Language Processing
setting [34], they have been tailored for tasks that can be cast as sequential
processing, and can in principle capture complex, far-reaching input interdepen-
dencies [20]. The main ingredient in transformers is the self-attention opera-
tion. Input sequence vectors are transformed into a set of “keys”, “queries” and
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“values” through learnable, shared transformations which create a dictionary of
features that are subsequently recombined as a softmax-weighted average and
transformed through a fully-connected layer into an output sequence. Multiple
transformations for the same inputs have shown to work well in practice, which
corresponds to the so-called multi-head variant of self-attention, or simply multi-
head self-attention. In turn, cascades of multi-head self-attention can be grouped
together to form so-called transformer layers [20]. Use of transformers has been
explored in the field of HTR by recent work, where excellent results are reported
[8]; interestingly, transformers are however related to inherent shortcomings such
as poorly handling text repetitions [35], which in turn are rooted to the indirect
manner that they handle sequence positional dependence. Another important
disadvantage is that models that fully depend on a transformer structure tend
to be orders of magnitude larger than their non-transformer counterparts [36].

A direction of research that is orthogonal to optimizing HTR accuracy w.r.t.
to NN architectural components and structure, involves creating a network that
is as resource-demanding as possible. Network size in terms of numbers of param-
eters is one such metric. The general trend in learning is to have ever-larger
models, with NN sizes reaching billions of parameters in some tasks [20]. The
largest models in HTR are Transformer-based and comprise hundreds of millions
of parameters [36]. In a real application setting, where budget constraints may
be very tight (e.g. on embedded devices), large models are unfortunately inap-
plicable. To this end, a host of works have explored sparsity in neural networks
[4,12,22,39], where, in broad terms, the goal is to train NNs with as many zero-
ed connections as possible, at as less of an accuracy loss as possible. A family
of techniques involves augmenting the training objective with terms that will
encourage model sparsity. In [12], a L0 term is added to the total objective. In
[39], a variational inference model is proposed, where model weights follow a
zero-mean prior, pushing the posterior towards small magnitudes; values that
are under a threshold are pruned. Feature pyramid components are connected
with group-wise factors in [4], and in this context variational inference amounts
to a neural architecture search scheme. Hypercomplex networks are another
group of techniques that follow a very different philosophy in achieving net-
work sparsity. They lead to models which have alternate layers of standard NN
layers (fully-connected, convolutional, etc.) but which enforce extensive param-
eter sharing. Quaternion neural networks were the first type of hypercomplex
networks [7,16]. By treating model neurons and weights as quaternionic, which
are inherently 4-dimensional, an impressive 75% economy in model size is easily
attained. After quaternionic versions of convolutional networks [17,40], propos-
als for other types of quaternionic layer have followed suit, like recurrent layers,
transformers, or extensions to graph neural networks [15,19,32]. Generalizing
this paradigm, parameterized hypercomplex networks have recently been pro-
posed as an alternative to quaternionic networks, where the level of parameter
sharing is defined as a model hyperparameter. Crucially, in parameterized hyper-
complex networks the manner in which weight tuples are multiplied is learnable.
This type of multiplication has been named Parameterized Hypercomplex Multi-
plication (PHM) [38], and has lead to models that were (in practice) downscaled
up to 16×.
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In this work, we argue that the marginal benefit with respect to increasing
network size, structure and training complexity is a critical factor when it comes
to choosing an architecture for our HTR model. Is using a model that is 10x
or 100x larger than the previous baseline worth it, only to obtain a decrease
in Character Error Rate (CER) by 1–2% as an end result? Also, it is hard to
tell whether small accuracy differences generalize well and whether they lead to
any improvement on out-of-distribution test data. We believe that a trade-off of
benchmark accuracy and resource requirements should be considered. In light of
the aforementioned considerations, we propose a HTR model that uses a new,
even more compact model of Parameterized Hypercomplex Layers that builds on
a Convolutional-Recurrent architecture with a CTC shortcut [23,26]. Our model
achieves good HTR results at a model size as small as ∼ 500, 000 parameters,
which amounts to up to 32-fold compression or 3.1% the size of our baseline
model.

The paper is structured as follows. We begin with a brief outline of the pre-
requisites for hypercomplex algebra and define hypercomplex layers in Sect. 2.
In Sect. 3 we present the proposed Shared Hypercomplex architecture for Hand-
written Text Recognition. We evaluate the discussed models in Sect. 4, where
we show that the proposed model using shared-operation hypercomplex layers
performs very adequately on an HTR task while being significantly smaller than
competing models; also, we test the model against non-hypercomplex architec-
tures given a tight resource budget. We close with concluding remarks on our
contribution and future work in Sect. 5.

2 Hypercomplex Numbers and Hypercomplex Layers

2.1 Quaternions

Hypercomplex algebras are mathematical structures of numbers of “intrinsically
high” dimensionality. Historically, quaternions (the set of which is denoted as
H in this text) were the first type of hypercomplex numbers, discovered by
Hamilton in the 19th century [10]. Motivated by extending complex numbers C,
which are made up of a real and an imaginary part, to an algebra of a multitude
of parts, quaternions were defined as numbers q:

q = a + bi + cj + dk, (1)

where a, b, c, d ∈ R and i, j,k are imaginary units. The three imaginary units,
along with the real unit, are deemed independent and perpendicular to one
another. They can also be rewritten as a sum of a scalar part S(q) = a and
a vector part V (q) = bi + cj + dk, isomorphic to R and R

3 respectively. All
imaginary units admit to being square roots of negative unity:

i2 = j2 = k2 = −1, (2)

a property which actually extends to infinite elements in H. Additive and mul-
tiplication rules are necessary to define an algebra, of which the first is quite
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straightforward; corresponding real or imaginary parts are added together, with
no operations acting between different number real or imaginary parts. Formally,

p + q = (ap + aq) + (bp + bq)i + (cp + cq)j + (dp + dq)k, (3)

where p = ap + bpi + cpj + dpk and q = aq + bqi + cqj + dqk. Multiplication
of quaternions requires first defining a way to multiply imaginary units. Except
Eq. 2, we have

ij = k, jk = i,ki = j, ji = −k, jk = −i,ki = −j, (4)

and the real unity acts as a multiplicative identity as in R. Note that from Eq. 4
we have the corollary that in general pq �= qp, so multiplication is not commuta-
tive in H (but it still is associative). Combined with a transitive property over
our definition of addition, we have the rule of multiplication (also referred to as
a “Hamilton” product):

pq = S(p)S(q) − V (p) · V (q) + S(p)V (q) + S(q)V (p) + V (p) × V (q), (5)

where · is the inner product and × is the cross product. Note from the above,
that for “pure” quaternions (S(p) = S(q) = 0) that are also perpendicular, the
multiplication rule becomes simply a cross product V (p) × V (q). The multipli-
cation rule can be written in an expanded form as:

pq =(apaq − bpbq − cpcq − dpdq)+ (6)
(apbq + bpaq + cpdq − dpcq)i+ (7)
(apcq − bpdq + cpaq + dpbq)j+ (8)
(apdq + bpcq − cpbq + dpaq)k, (9)

where we replaced S(·) and V (·) with their definitions. Especially interestingly
regarding the proposed model in this work, we can rewrite the above in a matrix-
vector form, as:

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
apq
bpq
cpq
dpq

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = Pq =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ap −bp −cp −dp
bp ap −dp cp
cp dp ap −bp
dp −cp bp ap

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
aq
bq
cq
dq

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (10)

where for the resulting quaternion pq we write pq = apq+bpqi+cpqj+dpqk. With
a slight abuse of notation we write q also to denote the vector ∈ R

4 that includes
the coefficients of quaternion q, and we write P for the matrix that corresponds
to quaternion p. Matrices structured as P form a 4-dimensional subspace of R4×4

that is isomorphic to H, to which we shall refer to as S4. It is straightforward to
see that a basis for S4 is formed by the following matrices:

A4
1 = I4, A

4
2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , A4

3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , A4

4 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

(11)
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i.e. any matrix in S4 can be written as a linear combination of {Ai}4i=1, and
{Ai}4i=1 are linearly independent. Hence, we can rewrite Eq. 10 as:

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
apq
bpq
cpq
dpq

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = (apA4

1 + bpA
4
2 + cpA

4
3 + dpA

4
4)

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
aq
bq
cq
dq

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (12)

Now, supposing that we need to multiply N quaternions p1, p2, · · · , pN with
N quaternions q1, q2, · · · , qN , we can rewrite this process again as a matrix-
vector product qN = PNqN , where our input and resulting vectors are now of
dimensions equal to 4N , and the transformation matrix is ∈ R

4N×4N . Depending
on whether we want to multiply only N pairs of quaternions piqi for ∀i ∈ [1, N ] or
all possible pairs of pi ∀i ∈ [1, N ] and qj ∀j ∈ [1, N ], we’ll have a dimensionality
equal to 4N or 4N2 respectively. This is still much less than the containing
space of 4N × 4N , for which dim{R4N×4N} = 16N2. Furthermore, the matrix
PN can be written as a sum of Kronecker products of matrices A1, A2, A3, A4

with matrices that contain the elements of p1, p2, · · · , pN [38]. Recall that the
Kronecker product of A ∈ R

k×l and B ∈ R
m×n is defined as:

A ⊗ B =

⎡
⎢⎣
a11B . . . a1lB

...
. . .

...
ak1B . . . aklB

⎤
⎥⎦ , (13)

where A ⊗ B ∈ R
km×ln. Note that in general A ⊗ B �= B ⊗ A, but the two

results are related through a “perfect shuffle” permutation [33]. This means
that, depending on whether we stack quaternion elements in input and result-
ing vectors as a1p, a

2
p, a

3
p, · · · , d2p, d3p, d4p or a1p, b

1
p, c

1
p, · · · , bNp , cNp , dNp , we can either

use a sum of factors with Ai matrices multiplying from the left or from the
right. Writing a set of quaternion products as a single Kronecker-factored prod-
uct is important with respect to the generalization of the Hamilton product to
Parameterized Hypercomplex Multiplication, which we discuss in Subsect. 2.2.

Higher-order Hypercomplex Numbers. Quaternions aside, there exist other types
of hypercomplex numbers of dimensionality higher than 4. As a rule of the
thumb, the more we progress to higher dimensions, the less “easy-to-use”
each hypercomplex algebra becomes; for example, quaternions have a non-
commutative but associative multiplication rule but octonions and sedenions,
of dimensionalities equal to 8 and 16 respectively, are neither commutative nor
associative.

2.2 Quaternion and Parameterized Hypercomplex Layers

The restatement of the Hamilton product as a matrix-vector product (Eq. 10)
has in fact provided the basis for the definition of quaternion layers as part of
quaternionic extensions of standard layers in neural networks. As a multiplica-
tion by a matrix corresponds to a linear transformation, this construction has
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been used as a replacement of standard linear transformation components. Fur-
thermore, a linear transformation matrix sized M × N , which would normally
have a dimension equal to MN , when replaced with its quaternionic counterpart
only has a dimension equal to four times less, MN/4, as we saw in the previous
subsection. In practical terms, this means that the layer uses four times less
parameters for each quaternionic component. As linear components are ubiqui-
tous in neural networks, whole networks can be revamped to their quaternionic
versions [18].

Fig. 1. An illustration of the proposed idea. Standard Parameterized Hypercomplex
Networks use multiple layers that are parameterized using two sets of matrices: {Ai}ni=1

and {Fi}ni=1, of which the former can be thought of a learnable generalization of the
Hamilton product rules. In this work, with “Shared-Operation” Hypercomplex Net-
works, we argue that learning only one set of {Ai}ni=1 for the whole network, is enough
to construct a useful and very light-weight model.

The major constraint related to quaternionic neural networks is that dimen-
sionality is reduced according to a fixed factor of four. Zhang et al. [38] have
proposed a generalization of the aforementioned construction from quaternions
and four-fold economy to arbitrary-dimension hypercomplex constructions. The
matrix W in all cases is defined as a decomposition into matrices {Ai}Nn=1 and
{Fi}Nn=1. This is based on writing the transformation matrix W for a given linear
component as a sum of Kronecker factors:

W =
n∑

i=1

Ai ⊗ Fi, (14)

where Ai ∈ R
n×n and Fi ∈ R

f/n×g/n. The resulting matrix W is of size f × g,
but the total number of independent parameters is significantly less. Indeed, we
have a total of n3 + fg/n parameters, where supposing that n is much less than
either input and output dimensionalities f or g, the second parameter should be
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dominant. For a total of L independent linear components in the network, we
have Ln3 + Lfg/n free parameters.

3 Proposed Model for Handwritten Text Recognition

3.1 Shared-Operation Parameterized Hypercomplex Layer

In this work, we propose the use of a new variant of Parameterized Hypercom-
plex Multiplication Networks (PHM), to which we refer to as Shared-Operation
Hypercomplex Network (SOHN). “Operation sharing” in SOHN refers to hav-
ing a shared component that is learned by all hypercomplex layers jointly. Our
motivation is related to the three following points:

a) In standard PHM, layer linear components are decomposed as sums of Kro-
necker products of the form

∑
i Ai ⊗ Fi. The two sets of matrices Ai, Fi

are related to a different intuitive use. Matrices Ai are related to how the
shared parameter groups interact with one another. Note for example, that
we can understand the quaternionic case as a special case of parameterized
hypercomplex multiplication where n = 4 and Ai are as in Eq. 11. These
matrices control the structure of the resulting Kronecker product, and they
are a direct consequence of the definition of the Hamilton product, which in
turn stems from the multiplication rules that were set so that H can form
an algebra. In the parameterized hypercomplex case, we no longer have these
constraints, and in a sense the equivalent of the Hamilton product is re-learnt
for arbitrary n.

b) The number of what we called “independent” linear layers in our network
can in effect be significantly larger than the number of layers themselves. For
example, for a Hypercomplex LSTM layer, we have 4 or 8 linear transforma-
tions assuming unidirectional or bidirectional recurrence; these correspond to
each of the related gates (input, output, forget, cell input). For the convolu-
tional case, we can also write a convolution in a matrix-vector form Wx + b
with W as a circulant matrix, but it will suffice to deal with a form where
parameters are packed in an order-4 tensor as in [5,31]). Nevertheless, the
complexity factor related to the size of the Ai matrices can quickly (w.r.t.
increasing n) become significant. (In our HTR experiments, we show that
choosing n = 32 accounts for almost half the network parameter complexity).

c) Also importantly, in practice we have observed that results for PHM/n = 4
and quaternionic variants are similar in terms of network accuracy/efficiency
(e.g. [31]). This may hint that learning a separate set of multiplication rules
for each linear component is unnecessary.

For reasons of clarity of presentation, we consider a case where we have
only feed-forward connections and all linear operations are hypercomplex; this
case can easily be extended to recurrent connections and NNs that include non-
hypercomplex layers. Formally, we write our network as a cascade of L layers, i.e.:

SOHN(x; {Ai}ni=1, {F (1)
i }ni=1, {F (2)

i }ni=1, · · · , {F (L)
i }ni=1) =
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l(L)({Ai}ni=1, {F (L)
i }ni=1) ◦ · · · ◦ l(1)({Ai}ni=1, {F (1)

i }ni=1)(x), (15)
each layer uses parameterized hypercomplex operations:

y(j) = PHM(y(j−1); {Ai}ni=1, {F (j)
i }ni=1), (16)

where yj is the output of layer j. In practical terms, a SOHN can be implemented
by adding skip connections starting from a single learnable tensor of size n×n×n
which would represent the Ai matrices, towards all hypercomplex layers. An
illustration of this idea can be seen in Fig. 1.

3.2 Model Architecture

As a baseline architecture, in the sense of choosing the layout, number of blocks,
channels, dimensionality and other component features, we have followed the
convolutional-recurrent architecture proposed in [23]. Written as a Python-style
data structure –this will come in handy for comparing architectures in Sect. 4–
we denote architecture as [(2, 64),mpool, (4, 128),mpool, (4, 256)], (256, 3). A list
of tuples corresponds to convolutional backbone of ResNet blocks, and the final
tuple corresponds to the setup of the recurrent component before the softmax
output. Tuples for the convolutional backbone signify (number of ResNet blocks,
number of channels). “mpool” signifies a 2×2 max-pooling operation. Regarding
the tuple corresponding to the recurrent component, it signifies (hidden feature
dimensionality, number of LSTM layers). After the final convolutional block, a
column-wise max-pooling follows, which branches out to two routes. The first,
“main” route is fed to the LSTM recurrent component, followed by a fully-
connected layer which maps the output number of channels to the number of
output classes, so we get a sequence of softmax-activated probability vectors as a
result. This result is fed to a CTC loss. The second route that branches after the
column-wise max-pooling operation, is transformed to softmax-activated prob-
ability vectors directly, i.e. bypassing the recurrent component. This again is
fed to a CTC loss that is weighed down (0.1×) with respect to the loss that
corresponds to the first, recurrent route; this architectural choice has shown to
aid convergence in recurrent architectures [23,26]. In all cases, we have opted
for using channel size of convolutional and recurrent layers that are multiples
of the highest hypercomplex parameter that we have used, n = 32. This choice
was made so as to ease comparisons between different hyperparameter choices.
Setting channel sizes according to this rule was not possible in a number of cases,
namely regarding input and output size. In these cases, we use 1 × 1 convolu-
tion to transform a tensor from or to the desired channel size. Dropout with
probability 20% is used between recurrent layers (Fig. 2).

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

We have tested our models on three document image datasets: IAM [14], Rimes
[1], and Memoirs [28]. Excerpts from the three datasets can be compared in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. The proposed shared-operation architecture for HTR.

IAM. The IAM dataset encompasses text produced by 657 different writers,
split into writer-independent partitions (we use the same training/validation/set
partition as in [21]). There is a total of 6482 lines for the training set, 976 lines
for the validation set, and 2915 lines for the test set. IAM is written in a Latin
script and in the English language.

RIMES. RIMES encompasses 11333 lines in the training set and 778 lines in the
test set. It is written in a Latin script and in the French language.

Memoirs. The Memoirs dataset [28] comprises 46 manuscripts, written in the
19th as a personal diary of Sophia Trikoupi, sister of a contemporary Greek prime
minister. We have a total of 4, 941 words, which correspond to 385 lines for the
training set, 129 lines for the validation set and 179 lines of text for the test set.
We use the training and test partitions defined in [28].1 All experiments follow
the setting of line-level recognition, with a lexicon-free unconstrained greedy
CTC decoding scheme.

4.2 Varying the Hypercomplex Dimension and PHM vs SOHN

In Table 1 we report results of HTR on the three aforementioned datasets. We
have run different variants of the proposed hypercomplex model, using either
standard Parameterized Hypercomplex Multiplication [38] (PHM), or the pro-
posed Shared-Operation Hypercomplex variant (SOHN). In both cases we report
1 The dataset is publicly available at https://github.com/sfikas/sophia-trikoupi-

handwritten-dataset/.

https://github.com/sfikas/sophia-trikoupi-handwritten-dataset/
https://github.com/sfikas/sophia-trikoupi-handwritten-dataset/
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Fig. 3. Excerpts from the datasets used for our experiments.

the employed hypercomplex parameter (n). Different values for n correspond to
different structure of the Ai and Fi Kronecker factors, and in general a higher
value for n leads to more compression. The exception to this rule comes when
the cubic factor of complexity O(n3) for the Ai matrices surpasses that of the
Fi matrices, i.e. O(fg/n). In the SOHN variant the former is significantly mit-
igated, as we only require a single n3-sized tensor for the whole network, hence
the savings in parameter size. (Note that the difference in accuracy between [23]
stems from the custom implementation of LSTM that was written to extend
to the hypercomplex variants – the architecture of the “Retsinas et al.” and
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Fig. 4. Comparison of HTR models in terms of model size and test set error rate.
The area of each circle is proportional to the number of trainable parameters of a
variant in a model family. Different circle sizes for SOHN and PHM correpond to
different hyperparameter values (n = 16 and n = 32 for the larger and smaller radii
respectively).

“Real-valued” models as referenced in Table 1 is otherwise identical). A graph-
ical illustration can also be examined in Fig. 4, where we present a comparison
of both error rate and model size.

4.3 PHM Model vs Real-Valued Model on a Resource Budget

We have compared against a variants of CNN-RNN with a constrained, fixed
budget of trainable parameters. We have tested models on two different budgets,
namely 500 thousand and 750 thousand parameters, which we can examine in
Tables 2 and 3 respectively. In these cases, we used the proposed SOHN models
for hypercomplex dimensions n = 16 and n = 32, and compared against non-
hypercomplex models that use approximately the same number of parameters.
As there is naturally more than one way to build a model given a set budget, we
built different non-hypercomplex models in order to have as much an unbiased
and fair comparison as possible. The setups for these model variants are:

1. [(4, 64)], (64, 2) (500k parameters)
2. [(1, 64)], (100, 2) (513k parameters)
3. [(1, 64)],mpool, (1, 128)], (64, 2) (576k parameters)
4. [(2, 32),mpool, (2, 64),mpool, (2, 64)], (96, 1) (521k parameters)
5. [(2, 8),mpool, (4, 8),mpool, (4, 8)], (112, 2) (494k parameters)
6. [(1, 64),mpool, (2, 112)], (64, 2) (746k parameters)
7. [(2, 96)], (100, 2) (768k parameters)
8. [(2, 16),mpool, (4, 18),mpool, (4, 32)], (128, 2) (744k parameters)

where we have used the same convention to represent architectural choices as in
Sect. 3.
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Table 1. Comparison of HTR models in terms of model size and test set error rate.
Model size is evaluated in terms of model number of parameters, and error rate is
evaluated in terms of CER over the test set of three different datasets (IAM [14],
RIMES [1], Memoirs [28]). For both considered metrics, a lower value is more desirable.
Both works of Li et al. [11] and Wick et al. (+syn) [36] use additional synthetic data in
training, while for the rest only the predefined training set is used to train the model.

#Millions of Params IAM RIMES Memoirs

Li et al. (+syn) [11] 334 3.42 − −
Li et al. (+syn) [11] 558 2.89 − −
Wick et al. (+syn) [36] 4.8 3.96 − −
Wick et al. [36] 4.8 5.09 − −
Yousef et al. [37] 3.4 4.9 − −
Diaz et al. [3] 12 2.75 − −
Retsinas et al. [23] 10 4.62 2.75 −
Real-valued model 10 6.2 3.9 11.2

PHM/n = 2 model 5.1 6.5 6.5 11.4

Quaternion model 2.6 6.9 4.3 11.8

PHM/n = 4 model 2.6 6.9 7.0 11.4

PHM/n = 8 model 1.4 7.5 4.7 11.8

PHM/n = 16 model 1.03 7.4 4.5 12.4

SOHN/n = 16 model 0.74 8.6 5.5 12.7

PHM/n = 32 model 2.8 6.6 3.9 12.1

SOHN/n = 32 model 0.46 8.9 5.7 12.6

As a remark on the results of Tables 2, 3, we can state that it seems that
trimming down a network to less parameters leads to error rates that vary widely;
some of the compared variants are much worse than the proposed SOHN models,
while others come quite close. We can however deduce that while applying a
Shared-Operation architecture invariably leads to a slight detriment of accuracy,
attempting to enforce a constrained budget on a real-valued architecture is very
much dependent on the way the baseline network is “pruned-down”.
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Table 2. Peformance comparison of HTR models on a budget of 500k parameters.
Loss, CER and WER over the IAM test set are reported. See text for details.

Model type Number of Parameters Test Loss Best CER Best WER

Ours (SOHN/n=32) 459k 25.3 8.9 29.6

Non-PHM variant #1 500k 35.4 16.6 50.9

Non-PHM variant #2 513k 72.4 37.2 82.7

Non-PHM variant #3 576k 44.8 17.3 52.9

Non-PHM variant #4 521k 27.3 9.0 30.6

Non-PHM variant #5 494k 61.7 26.3 65.4

Table 3. Peformance comparison of HTR models on a budget of 750k parameters.
Loss, CER and WER over the IAM test set are reported. See text for details.

Model type Number of Parameters Test Loss Best CER Best WER

Ours (SOHN/n=16) 742k 26.4 8.6 28.9

Non-PHM variant #6 746k 34.2 13.1 42.2

Non-PHM variant #7 768k 53.7 23.6 64.5

Non-PHM variant #8 744k 31.2 10.9 34.9

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a new type of hypercomplex architecture called Shared-
Operation Hypercomplex Networks. This scheme is based on the idea that the
multiplication operation matrices used in hypercomplex layers can be shared
across the network. As more parameters are shared, the computational com-
plexity alongside the trainable parameters is significantly reduced. Our claims
are to an extent corroborated by the reported experimental results, which test
SOHN based networks and PHM variants of our method against the current
state of the art in handwritten text recognition. While cutting down the number
of matrices to a single one does not throw off the model mechanics and adequate
error rates are still achieved, our experiments suggest that learning multiple Ai

matrices (as in standard PHM) is still beneficial, and by no means the difference
in accuracy between PHM and SOHN is insignificant. In general however, inte-
gration of the proposed method results in high network compression with small
accuracy drop. For future work, we plan to extend the model with other ways
of constraining the expenses related to the two Kronecker factors, like low-rank
approximations or other types of factorizations. Another direction of research
could involve imposing contraints in the form of a probabilistic prior over the Ai

matrices, which could in this context help regulate between choosing a global,
shared representation versus a local representation [29,30]. In terms of appli-
cations, interesting use cases include segmentation-free HTR frameworks [2] or
word-level recognition systems [26].
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